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Once you understand the manual deployment process, set up a second standalone
server and work through the deployment automation steps in each chapter. 1.

Demo server This chapter explains how to develop and set up your virtual server
for demonstration purposes. No matter what tasks you solve by installing RCS,
the process of deploying RCSS on a demo server is no different from deploying

on a real server. You will need to configure three main settings: â–
Communication You can set how messages will be exchanged with the demo

server. This setting can be postponed to a later period. If it turns out to be
necessary, you can change it at any time before starting the demo server. â–¡

Protocol This parameter determines the encoding in which files will be
downloaded from the virtual server. You can choose any encoding you want or
copy UTF-8 into RCSLookup. However, when working with the demo server,

you need to translate the information into the operating system, so for this
purpose it is better to use the local version of RCLookup designed for your
system. 2. Shared folder After you have set up the demo server, you need to

create a shared folder where files from your real server will be uploaded. If the
folders intended for the demo server are located at different levels, from primary
to secondary, and are not connected to each other, you will not be able to perform
any operations on them. If you do not know how to download files from the demo
server to the operating system, please follow the steps below. 1) Create a primary

shared folder and name it demo server. Your directory should contain the files
you are going to upload to the demo domain. If these files are already stored on
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other computers, move them to this new domain and specify the directory with
the virtual server as the path to the files (for example, [2.3.0]). When the

operation is complete, click the "Browse" button at the bottom of the list of
shared folders and select one of the folders intended for the daemon. You can

perform the following operations. â–  Select a directory with daemons. You can
use two directories containing daemons at the same time. In the directory located

on the first level, you need to select the files intended for
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